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In this work we discuss the formation of zero energy vortex and chiral edge modes in a fermionic repre-
sentation of the Kitaev honeycomb model. We introduce the representation and show how the associated
Jordan-Wigner procedure naturally defines the so-called branch cuts that connect the topological vortex exci-
tations. Using this notion of the branch cuts we show how to, in the non-Abelian phase of the model, describe
the Majorana zero mode structure associated with vortex excitations. Furthermore we show how, by intersect-
ing the edges between Abelian and non-Abelian domains, the branch cuts dictate the character of the chiral
edge modes. In particular we will see in what situations the exact zero energy Majorana edge modes exist. On
a cylinder, and for the particular instances where the Abelian phase of the model is the full vacuum, we have
been able to exactly solve for the systems edge energy eigensolutions and derive a recursive formula that
exactly describes the edge mode structure. Penetration depth is also calculated and shown to be dependent on
the momentum of the edge mode. These solutions also describe the overall character of the fully open non-
Abelian domain and are excellent approximations at moderate distances from the corners.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.82.125122 PACS numbers: 05.30.Pr, 75.10.Jm, 03.65.Vf
I. INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional 2D fermion models that display spin-
less p-wave pairing are the subject of recent intense interest.
This curiosity is due largely to the potential technological
applications associated with A its Abelian phase, B its
non-Abelian phase, and C domain walls between Abelian
and non-Abelian regimes. The Abelian phase has the poten-
tial for use in fault tolerant quantum information storage.1
However, the majority of the interest is because these p-wave
systems can potentially support the Majorana zero modes
that give rise to non-Abelian statistics,2–6 and the fact that the
domain wall between these phases also supports Majorana
and chiral edge modes.2,6 These later properties could poten-
tially be used in quantum information processing devices
that are naturally protected from noise, see, for example,
Refs. 7 and 8.
The understanding of these properties has been enhanced
through the use of exactly or nearly solvable spin models.
Arguably the most important for the spinless p-wave system
is the Kitaev honeycomb system.9 The Abelian phase of
model can be analyzed using perturbation theory9–11 and is
reduced to the so-called “toric code” system in this limit.1
The main advantage of this system however is that it can be
understood as either Majorana9,12–14 or Dirac fermions15–20
hopping in a Z2 gauge field. In the Dirac fermion picture,
obtained using Jordan-Wigner-type fermionization proce-
dures, the spin Hamiltonian in each gauge sector reduces
exactly to a mean-field-type p-wave system18 but where the
fermionic vacuum is exactly that of the toric code.20 The
overall aim of this paper is to present an alternative explana-
tion for the zero and low-energy chiral modes that exist in
this system. Our perspective is complementary to previous
work on the honeycomb model edge states see, for example,
Ref. 9 Appendix B and Ref. 16, the continuum p-wave
analysis of Refs. 2 and 6, and the bosonic condensation
theory presented in Refs. 21 and 22.
The first half of the paper describes how the notion of a
branch cut can arise naturally from the 2D Jordan-Wigner
procedure. This is in contrast with mean-field p-wave analy-
sis where the branch cuts are an afterthought to ensure that
the modes are single valued. We will see that, as expected,
these branch cuts connect the topological defects vortices
of the system. However, through out this story we will at-
tempt to emphasize that it is the branch cuts that are the
fundamental objects. For example, it is the branch cuts, and
not the vortices, that dictate the fermionic behavior of the
system. This perspective also holds on the boundaries be-
tween Abelian and non-Abelian domains. For example, we
will see that it is the number of branch cuts through those
edges that dictate the character of the modes found there. In
the second half of the paper we will analyze the zero energy
bulk modes and the zero energy and chiral edge modes found
in the model. Our analysis of edge modes is valid for both
cylindrical and fully open boundary conditions but is based
on the consistency relations between homologically trivial
excitations vortices and the homologically nontrivial exci-
tations on a torus.20 We first introduce the cylindrical system
and describe the general character of the modes found in this
case. The general conclusion is that exact zero modes only
form on edges that are intersected by an even number of
branch cuts. In addition to this we see for the hard boundary
condition i.e., where the Abelian domain is exactly the
vacuum, that there are exact solutions for the Bogoliubov-de
Gennes BdG equations. We use these solutions to examine
the mode penetration depth as a function of the Hamiltonian
parameters and the mode momenta along the edge.
We finally extend the general analysis to fully open rect-
angular boundary conditions we see that exact zero modes
only form in this case when there is an odd number of branch
cuts through the domain. The reason for the difference is an
extra phase factor that is contributed at the corners of the
system. At moderate distances from the corners however the
exact solutions for the cylindrical hard boundary system are
an excellent approximation for the open system eigenmodes.
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These results are in general agreement with Refs. 2 and 9.
Spin Hamiltonian and loop symmetries
The Kitaev honeycomb system consists of spins on the
sites of a hexagonal lattice. The Hamiltonian can be written
as
H0 = − 
x,y,z

i,j
JKi,j

, 1
where Kij

=i
 j
 denotes a directional spin exchange inter-
action occurring between the sites i , j connected by a  link,
see Fig. 1. We define a unit cell of the lattice with the two
unit vectors nx and ny as shown in Fig. 1. By contracting
each z link to a single point we define the position vector
labeling the z dimers on a square lattice as q=qxnx+qyny.
Consider now products of K operators along loops on the
lattice, Kij
1Kjk
2¯Klin, where mx ,y ,z. Any loop con-
structed in this way commutes with the Hamiltonian and
with all other loops. The shortest such loop symmetries are
the plaquette operators,
Wq = 1
z2
x3
y4
z5
x6
y
, 2
where the numbers 1 through 6 label lattice sites on single
hexagonal plaquette. We will use the convention that q de-
notes the z dimer directly below the plaquette. The fact that
the Hamiltonian commutes with all plaquette operators im-
plies that we may choose energy eigenvectors n such that
Wq= nWqn=1. If Wq=−1 then we say that the state n
carries a vortex at q. When we refer to a particular vortex
sector we mean the subspace of the system with a particular
configuration of vortices. The vortex-free sector, for ex-
ample, is the subspace spanned by all eigenvectors such that
Wq=1 for all q.
The breaking of T symmetry is essential for relating the
model to chiral p-wave superconductors. Following the work
of Refs. 9, 12, and 13 we use the three-body term,
H1 = − 
q

l=1
6
Pq
l 3
with the second summation running over the six terms,

l=1
6
Pq
l
= 1
x6
y5
z + 2
z3
y4
x + 1
y2
x3
z + 4
y5
x6
z + 3
x4
z5
y
+ 2
y1
z6
x
. 4
For simplicity, in this work we will retain only terms P1,
P2, P3, and P4. These terms are sufficient to generate the
required non-Abelian phase and in some instances allow for
an exact analytical description of the free fermionic modes.
II. FERMIONIC FORMULATION
It was shown in Ref. 20 that each vortex sector of the
honeycomb lattice model can be written as a system of fer-
mions hopping on a square lattice in a Z2 gauge field. The
representation has one key advantage over other fermioniza-
tion methods, namely, the resolution of the system vacua as
toric code1 states. This opens a possible bridge between the
non-Abelian anyons of the fermionic p-wave system and re-
cent mathematical constructions using toric code
superpositions23 and lattice dislocations and twists.24
Using this fermionization technique,20 reviewed briefly in
the Appendix, we arrive at the following expression for
Hamiltonian 1:
H0 = Jx
q
Xqcq
†
− cqcq→
† + cq→
+ Jy
q
Yqcq
†
− cqcq↑
† + cq↑ + Jz
q
2cq
†cq − I , 5
where here and in future we use the shorthand q→ =q+nx,
q↑ =q+ny, and q↗ =q+ny +nx. In the plane, Yq= I for all q
and Xq is defined as
Xx,y 	 

y=0
y−1
Wx,y. 6
The terms Pl in Eq. 4 are the T-symmetry breaking terms,
the fermionic form of which was also derived in Ref. 20. As
we mentioned above in this work we will retain only the first
four terms,
Pq
1
= − iXqcq
†
− cqcq→
†
− cq→ ,
Pq
2
= − iXq↑cq↑
† + cq↑cq↗
† + cq↗ ,
Pq
3
= + iYqcq
†
− cqcq↑
†
− cq↑ ,
Pq
4
= + iYq→cq→
† + cq→cq↗
† + cq↗ . 7
The Jordan-Wigner convention used to define the fermi-
ons is directly responsible for how vorticity is encoded in the
fermionic system. For the string convention chosen in Ref.
20 the vorticity is encoded in the fermionic Hamiltonian
through condition 6. On a torus there are additional homo-
logically nontrivial degrees of freedom which also need to be
determined consistently with condition 6. These homologi-
cally nontrivial degrees of freedom are encoded in the Xq and
Yq values at the boundary of the system.20 Recently we have
FIG. 1. Color online The hexagonal spin representation and
the square hard-core boson/effective spin representation.
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extended this Jordan-Wigner method to deal with the Yao-
Kivelson 3-12 lattice variant of the model.25
The consistency relations provided in Ref. 20 have an
interesting pictorial representation which leads us naturally
to the concept of branch cuts and a less restrictive under-
standing of vorticity. For any vortex arrangement we see that
there are lines of Xq=−1 and Yq=−1 which together connect
vortices in pairs. A number of examples are given in Fig. 2.
On an open plane we no longer have these homologically
nontrivial symmetries but neither do we have the condition
that vortices are created in pairs: 
qWq=1. In this case valid
vortex sectors can be encoded using the following guide-
lines. 1 The vortex free sector Wq=1∀q is encoded as
Xq=1 ∀q. 2 A single isolated vortex at position q is en-
coded with Xq=1 everywhere except for a single line of
Xx,y =−1 starting at y+ny and extending to infinity. 3 When
two vortices occur at different x positions there are two
unique strands of Xq=−1 connecting them both to infinity.
4 If two vortices occur at different y-positions and with the
same x-position then a vertical line of Xq=−1 connects them.
One can “simulate” the change in vortex sectors by alter-
ing the coupling constants the Jx and Jy on unique links.26
Thus by changing the sign of Jx at q one effectively changes
the gauge encoding Xq. Strictly speaking this does not
change the vortex sector of the Hamiltonian however. With
our fermionization convention, and on a plane, there are no
vortex sectors that correspond to setting Jy→−Jy at q.
With this perspective it is easier to appreciate that truly
meaningful objects in this story are not the vortices them-
selves but the connected strings of −1’s defined on the Xq
and Yq matrices. Indeed as we have already shown these
strings take on the role of branch cuts in our fermionic
Hamiltonian and will see later that it is their ends that give
rise to localized zero modes. From this perspective we can
say that zero modes are only associated with vortices be-
cause a branch cut always happens to end there. Furthermore
we will see that the precise structure of unpaired Majorana
modes that live on the domains between Abelian and non-
Abelian phases depends on the number of branch cuts inter-
secting the edge and not in general on the number or position
of the vortices inside the non-Abelian bulk.
From now on we will take J=Jx=Jy, dropping the sub-
script and take the viewpoint used in Ref. 26 where, by
changing the coupling strengths, we can simulate changing
the vortex configurations. In what follows however, and only
for convenience, we will generally continue to regard the J
and  terms as constant across the lattice and allow vorticity
to be encoded in the X and Y terms. The parameter J dictates
which phase we are in. For JJz /2 we are in the Abelian
phase and for JJz /2 we are in the non-Abelian phase if
0. In what follows we will specify the J and  values in
the Abelian domains as JA and A, respectively.
III. BULK MAJORANA FERMION ZERO MODES
In this section we will briefly discuss the bulk Majorana
modes found at the end of the branch cuts. We will not how-
ever discuss the detailed structure of the bulk modes other
than to present some numerical calculations. In later sections
however we will demonstrate how the structure can be seen
as a limiting case of edge modes found between domains of
Abelian and non-Abelian topological phase.
We begin by presenting the BdG formalism. The full po-
sition space Hamiltonian can be written in the form
H =
1
2qq
cq
† cq  qq qq
qq
†
− qq
T cq
cq
†  . 8
This system can be diagonalized by solving the
Bogoliubov-de Gennes eigenvalue problem,
  
† − T
 = U VV UE 00 − E U VV U†, 9
where the nonzero entries of the diagonal matrix Enm
=En	nm are the quasiparticle excitation energies. The
Bogoliubov-Valatin quasiparticle excitations are
a1
†
, . . . ,aM
†
, a1, . . . ,aM  = c1
†
, . . . ,cM
†
, c1, . . . ,cM 

U VV U , 10
which after inversion and substitution into Eq. 8 give
FIG. 2. Color online Vortices always appear at the end of a branch cut. a–c are real vortex configurations. Note that on a torus the
topological sectors can also be encoded as branch cuts and their values dictate which vortices are connected to each other. With the
conventions used in Ref. 20 the term YNy,0=−1 dictates which vortices are connected by the branch cuts. In the absence of any vortices the
x and y antiperiodic homological conditions are encoded as lines XNx,y=−1 ∀y and YNy,x=−1 ∀x, respectively. For example, in c the
branch cut on the right-hand side indicates that the sector is antiperiodic along the nx direction. d is a “simulated” vortex configurations
obtained by locally varying couplings Jx and Jy and .
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H = 
n=1
M
Enan†an − 12 . 11
In the non-Abelian phase it is guaranteed by an index
theorem27 that for 2N well-separated vortices we have 2N
zero energy E=0 eigenvalues. N of these eigenvalues are
identified with a†’s and N are identified with a’s. It is rather
remarkable that one can always choose a superposition of the
2N a† and a zero modes such that the resulting modes are
fully localized around the vortex excitations,
 j = 
n=1
N
 jnan
† +  j,n+Nan = c1
†
, . . . ,cM
†
, c1, . . . ,cM uq,jvq,j  .
12
A full Dirac fermion can be made from a superposition of
two of these localized modes. The localized modes are thus,
in a sense, “half” of a Dirac fermion and the supporting
vortices are sometimes called “half quantum vortices.” As
the Dirac fermion mode is split between well-separated lo-
cations it cannot interact with local error processes. It is this
feature that make these types of systems potentially useful
for quantum information processing.
It is interesting that the localization condition also en-
forces the condition that uqj =einvqj

. However, if one wishes
to call this a Majorana mode  j = j† it is necessary to multi-
ply the states u ,vT by the overall phase e−in/2 such that
uq,j =vq,j

. It was pointed out by Stone and Chung5 that the
Majorana condition therefore fixes the global phase of the
states  j up to an overall sign 1. Understanding how and
when this overall sign changes is crucial to understanding
how non-Abelian statistics arise in this degenerate subspace.
In Fig. 3 we show the uq and vq position space structure
for some different values of J and .
IV. MAJORANA AND CHIRAL EDGE STATES
The non-Abelian phase of the honeycomb system is a
topological insulator of the BdG class.28 Roughly speaking
this means that we have a bulk energy spectrum which is
“insulating” does not cross the Fermi energy at E=0 and an
edge spectrum which is “conducting” does cross the Fermi
energy at E=0, see, for example, Refs. 9 and 16. For a
careful choice of edge conditions it is possible to analytically
treat the conducting edge modes.
In order to determine the structure of the modes let us
consider an element of an arbitrary eigenstate an
† of the BdG
Hamiltonian. Each value ux,y is connected to ux1,y and
ux,y1 through the nonzero elements of the  matrix and to
vx1,y and vx,y1 through the nonzero elements of the  ma-
trix. It is quite difficult to say anything generic about the
form that an eigenvector should have. One feature is univer-
sal however. We see that if the elements around the point ux,y
are almost zero then ux,y should also be almost zero. It is true
regardless of the values we give our coefficients in our
Hamiltonian and it is this rule that determines the vast ma-
jority of the zero-mode structure or lack of it.
In the absence of branch cuts, there is a simple condition
that the nine interconnected elements must obey if they are
to be eigenstates of the system,
2Jz − Eux,y + Jux+1,y + ux−1,y + ux,y+1 + ux,y−1
+ J − 2ivx+1,y + − J + 2ivx−1,y + J + 2ivx,y+1
+ − J − 2ivx,y−1 = 0. 13
For edge states on a cylinder we make the reasonable
assumption that, in the direction of edge, our modes are
plane waves momentum eigenstates. For example, along
the lower edge of a cylindrical non-Abelian domain we have
BdG excitations of the form
an
†
= N
q
eikxxuy − y0cq
† + vy − y0cq , 14
where N is some normalizing factor. This state corresponds
to a superposition of left right moving particles and right
left moving holes.31 On a cylinder the allowed values of kx
are 2n /Nx when there is an even number of branch cuts
through the edge and 2n+1 /2 /Nx when the number is
odd. The basic reasoning is this. A branch cut is accommo-
dated in Eq. 13 by a change in signs of the elements J and
 acting on some not all of the values uq and vq. To keep
the energy low then the phase of the mode an
† should abruptly
change sign at these locations to counteract the sudden sign
change in the fermionic Hamiltonian.
On a cylinder this has interesting consequences. Let us
start from the toroidal case and open up the y boundary
above and below the y=0 line. We now have two edges
which are some distance apart. Translation invariance re-
mains in the x direction but is broken in the y direction.
Recall now that the antiperiodic x-boundary condition is en-
coded as a single line of Xq=−1. Thus in the periodic vortex
free sector we therefore have chiral edge states with kx
=2n /Nx. This includes two edge zero modes, one on
each edge. In the antiperiodic vortex free case we have no
zero modes. This is because we have a single branch cut
intersecting both edges and thus kx=2n+1 /2 /Nx.
If a single vortex exists inside the cylinder there must be
a branch cut connecting it to either infinity or some other
vortex outside the cylinder. If we were originally in the pe-
riodic system then the introduction of a branch cut through
one wall would destroy periodicity on this edge and we
could not have Majorana zero modes. The other edge how-
ever would remain unaffected. In the opposite sense if we
were originally in the antiperiodic sector then the introduc-
(a) (b)
FIG. 3. Color online The position space structure uq= vq of
vortex Majorana zero modes for a Jz=1, J=1, and =0.5 and b
Jz=1 J=0.8, and =0.2.
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tion of a vortex effectively restores periodicity to the dis-
sected edge and thus allows values of kx=2n /Nx to
propagate along this wall.
It is worth emphasizing here that it is the number of
branch cuts through a domain wall that decides if an exact
zero energy mode can exist there. It is in this sense that we
argue that, despite their gauge dependence, the branch cuts
are more fundamental than the vortex excitations. For ex-
ample, specifying that an odd number of vortices in the non-
Abelian bulk only tells us that an edge mode exists on one of
the boundaries but does not tell us which one. On the other
hand if we specify the exact branch cut structure then we can
simply infer the character of the edge modes on either do-
main wall.
We can extend this reasoning to deal with fully open
boundaries non-Abelian domains within Abelian domains
and vice versa. However it is useful to first solve the system
exactly on a hard interface JA=0 where the Abelian side of
the edge is the full vacuum. In this scenario numerical cal-
culation shows that all low-energy modes satisfy uq=eivq.
Thus for modes along the lower edge at y=y0 we have
an
†
= N
q
fy − y0eikxxe−i/2cq† + e+i/2cq . 15
Note that under the conditions kx=0 and Imf=0 this
ansatz is already a Majorana fermion. If one now substitutes
this expression into Eq. 13 we observe that
EJ,,kx =
8J
J2 + 42
sin kx, 16
and that, along the bottom edge, =tan−12 /J. Further-
more one sees that the function f follows from the recursive
relation
fyn+2 =
1
J2 + 42 − J
d1fyn+1 + d2fyn , 17
where
d1 = 2Jz + 2J coskx − i2
J2 − 42
J2 + 42
sinkx ,
d2 = J2 + 42 + J .
Interestingly the structure of the mode depends on the
parameter Jz but the associated energy does not. However
this feature is present for the JA=0 hard boundary condi-
tion only. Indeed numerical calculation shows that even the
sinkx dependence of Eq. 16 is not exact once the hard
boundary condition is relaxed JA ,A0.
The mode penetration depth can be calculated easily from
the recursive relationship, Eq. 17, see, for example, Fig. 4.
The most salient point is that this depth depends on kx and
therefore on E. Loosely speaking we can say that the further
the energy is from E=0 the further it extends into the bulk.
An upper limit for the momenta kx of the edge modes can be
calculated from the condition that d1+d21. Note that this
condition also says that we must be inside the non-Abelian
domain J Jz /2 for the solution to be normalized.
V. EDGE STATES ON FULLY OPEN BOUNDARIES
If we surround a non-Abelian domain with an Abelian
domain we have no zero energy states if there are no vortices
inside the non-Abelian domain. If we place an odd number
of vortices inside the non-Abelian domain then we do have
one zero energy edge mode even though an odd number of
branch cuts intersect the domain wall.
The key to understanding all this is that phases are also
picked up when the wall direction is changed and that these
phases all add up to , canceling the branch cut phase. A
schematic of the phases picked up for the zero mode in a
rectangular shaped system is shown in Fig. 5. This picture
can be arrived at by analyzing each of the edges separately
and assuming the appropriate plane-wave momentum eigen-
state, Eq. 15, along each edge. The trigonometric identity
tan−1 a /b+tan−1 b /a= /2 is the key to understanding why
the total phase due to the corners is . At this time we have
been unable to fully resolve the exact behavior at the corners.
However the numerically calculated example provided in
Fig. 6 shows that the phase changes at a corner happen
abruptly and that the momentum eigenstates structure in Eq.
15 is rapidly returned to as we move away from the corner.
The chiral nonzero energy edge modes are also similar
to that seen on the cylinder. In these cases, as for the zero-
momentum/energy modes, abrupt phase shifts are seen at the
corners although in this case we cannot separate phase shifts
due to momenta and those due to the corners. However it is
(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 4. Color online a The function fyn for different kx with Jz=1, J=−0.7, and =−0.4. b A log plot of the same function fyn
again with Jz=1, J=−0.7, and =−0.4. c The penetration depth 	 as a function of kx for different values of J and fixed Jz and . Penetration
depth goes to infinity approximately when d1+d21.
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worthwhile to note that if we use the value of momenta mea-
sured far from the corner in expression 16 we obtain the
numerically calculated energy eigenvalue for the mode ex-
actly. This measured value of momenta is however not ex-
actly 2n /LTotal but slightly different magnitude. One could
think of this as arising because the chiral mode sees a
slightly different perimeter LTotal−L but we advise against
taking this too literally.
The picture above can be immediately applied to domains
of Abelian phase inside a non-Abelian one. If there is no
vortex inside this Abelian domain then there is no branch cut
and all modes are chiral but where the direction of the mo-
menta for positive and negative energy modes is in the op-
posite sense to that on the outer edge. If an odd number of
vortices exist inside the internal Abelian domain then we
have an odd number of branch cuts and a zero mode can
exist. As suggested by Read and Green2 the zero mode due to
a single vortex in the non-Abelian domain is special case of
this scenario but where the domain edge has been reduced to
a single plaquette.
For an open boundary domain, and unlike the cylindrical
case mentioned above, there is now only one edge. We there-
fore know that it supports a zero mode if an odd number of
vortices exist inside the non-Abelian bulk. As the vortex par-
ity inside the non-Abelian domain must always equal the
parity of the number of branch cuts intersecting the domain
wall it would appear that there is little extra to be learned
from considering the branch cuts picture in this case. How-
ever, this is only true if we insist on viewing the branch cuts
as the unphysical objects whose precise form is dictated by
our Jordan-Wigner string convention. If, on the other hand,
we view the branch cuts as local sign changes in the coupling
coefficients, then it becomes a physically measurable object,
that profoundly affects the structure of the underlying fermi-
onic system.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have analyzed edge mode structure of the Kitaev hon-
eycomb model using a Jordan-Wigner fermionization proce-
dure. We see that the branch cuts are naturally defined for us
in both the single-particle Hamiltonian  and the order pa-
rameter . We then extended the notion of these branch cuts
to account for edge effects between Abelian and non-Abelian
domains. Although our general conclusions are in agreement
with other methodologies we feel there is an inherent sim-
plicity to the above arguments that make them an important
part of the overall story.
For the specific model we have chosen we have been able
to derive a simple recursive relation that exactly dictates the
structure on edge between a vacuum and non-Abelian do-
main. A number of key features are present. First the solu-
tions are only normalized in the non-Abelian domain. Sec-
(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 6. Color online a The position space structure uq of the Majorana edge zero mode with a single vortex in the bulk. b The phase
dependence = for the same Majorana zero mode. c The phase dependence =+k ·q for a chiral edge mode where a vortex exists in
the bulk. We can see here the combined effects of the branch cut, the phase jumps at corners and the almost constant momenta k
2 /LTotal. In these figures Jx=Jy =J=−0.7, Jz=1, and =−0.4.
FIG. 5. Color online A schematic of how  in the Majorana
edge zero mode varies around an isolated domain of non-Abelian
phase. In this model =tan−12 /J. Inside the bulk, and at the
corners, we indicate the phase that must be picked up as we move
around that corner in the direction indicated by the arrows.
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ond we see a clear dependence on penetration depth on the
mode momenta. We have also outlined how to apply the
cylindrical solutions for the hard boundary to a fully open
system.
In future work we will attempt to analyze the edge mode
momentum dependency further and to extend these results to
softer boundaries. We will also attempt to identify enough
properties to exactly formulate the mode structure at the
corners.
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APPENDIX
In this appendix we give a brief overview of the fermion-
ization procedure used in Ref. 20. We begin our derivation
by first noting that in Ref. 10, Hamiltonian 1 was written in
terms hard-core bosons and effective spins of the z dimers
using the mapping,
↑↑ = ⇑ ,0, ↓↓ = ⇓ ,0 ,
↑↓ = ⇑ ,1, ↓↑ = ⇓ ,1 . A1
The labels on the left-hand side indicate the spin states of the
z dimer in the Sz basis. The first quantum number on the
right-hand side represents the effective spin of the square
lattice and the second is the hard-core bosonic occupation
number. The presence of a boson indicates an antiferromag-
netic configuration of the spins on a z link.
In this representation the Pauli  operators become10
q,
x
= q
xbq
† + bq, q,
x
= bq
† + bq,
q,
y
= q
ybq
† + bq, q,
y
= iq
zbq
†
− bq ,
q,
z
= q
z
, q,
z
= q
zI − 2bq
†bq , A2
where q
a is the Pauli operator acting on the effective spin at
position q and b†b are the creation annihilation operators
for the hard-core bosons. The Hamiltonian itself becomes
H = − Jx
q
bq
† + bqq→
x bq→
† + bq→
− Jy
q
iq
zbq
†
− bqq↑
y bq↑
† + bq↑
− Jz
q
I − 2bq
†bq . A3
We now define a particular string operator using overlap-
ping products of the Kij
 terms of the original Hamiltonian.
The primary function of the string will be to break/fix z
dimers at a particular location q of the lattice, see Fig. 7. The
convention is to first move along the nx direction and then
along the ny direction until we get to the z link at q. We then
factor the string Sq into the effective spin and bosonic sub-
spaces S=Se Sb using Eq. A2, see Fig. 8.
We identify the string Sq with the sum of fermionic cre-
ation and annihilation operators: Sq=cq
†+cq= bq
†+bqSq,
where Sq is simply the string Sq but with the bosonic depen-
dence of the endpoint C removed, see Table I. The fermionic
canonical creation and annihilation operators are cq
†
=bq
†Sq
and cq=bqSq, where the strings now enforce the intersite-
fermionic anticommutator relations. Inverting these
TABLE I. The string S as four unique segments. While bosons
are only created/destroyed at the endpoint C of the string, the sites
in the A ,B interval also have nontrivial bosonic dependence.
S Se Sb
A ,B 
x 
z 
z 
x
−x I−2b†b
B 
y 
z 
z 
x
−y I
B ,C 
y 
z 
z 
y x I
C 
y y b†+bFIG. 7. Color online The plaquette operator W and the fermi-
onic string Sq.
FIG. 8. Color online Bosonic and effective spin decomposition
of the operator string S.
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expressions and substituting into Hamiltonian A3 we get,
H0 = Jx
q
Xqcq
†
− cqcq→
† + cq→
+ Jy
q
Yqcq
†
− cqcq↑
† + cq↑ + Jz
q
2cq
†cq − I , A4
which is the fermionic representation of the original Hamil-
tonian 1. The operators Xq and Yq are related to products
of loop symmetries. We restrict to particular vortex and to-
pological sectors by replacing the operators with the
eigenvalues Xq=1 and Yq=1 of the sector in
question.
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